Throughout this paper X denotes a Hausdorff topological space, and A C(X ; K), where K = R orC, denotes a subalgebra. A vector fibration over X is a pair (X, (F^)^x)» where each F^ is a vector space over the field K. A cross-section is then any element / of the vector space Cartesian product of the vector spaces F^, i.e.,/= (/OO^ex-A weight on X is a function v on X such that v(x) is a seminorm over F^ for each x E X. A Nachbin space LV^ is a vector space of crosssections / such that the mapping x €E X '-> v(x) [f(x) ] is upper semicontinuous and null at infinity on X for each weight v E V, equipped with the topology defined by the family of seminorms of the form H/ll, =sup {v(x)[f(x)],x^X}.
For simplicity, and without loss of generality, the set V is assumed to be directed, i.e., given u, v E V there is w E W and t > 0 such that u(x) < t' w(x)andv(x) < t-w(;c), for all x EX.
Throughout this paper W C LV^ denotes a vector subspace which is an A-module, i.e., if a G A and g G W, then the cross-section ag = (a(x)g(x)\^^ belongs to W. In this context, the BernsteinNachbin approximation problem consists in asking for a description of the closure ofWin LVoo. Let P be a closed, pairwise disjoint covering In [7] , the sufficient conditions for localizability established by Nachbin (see e.g. Nachbin [6] ) were extended to the context ofvectorfibrations, and a fortiori to vector-valued functions, in the case of modules over real or self-adjoint complex algebras. In this paper we extend the results of [7] to the general complex case, at the same time getting stronger results. We extend the results of [7] in the same way that Bishop's theorem generalizes the Stone-Weierstrass theorem.
Definitions and lemmas.
In this section we collect all pertinent definitions. As we said in the Introduction, W C LVoo is always an A-module. This defines P^ for all a EG, and Py is a refinement of P^, for T < a. This construction is taken from Bishop [I] , who attributed it to Silov. In Bishop [I] , it is shown that there exists an ordinal p €6 such that Pp^i = Pp» ^d each SEP^ is anti-symmetric for A, i.e., for a G A, a | S being real-valued implies that a \ S is constant. In fact, given an anti-symmetric subset K C X, for each a G 6 there is Sy E Py such that K C Sy. Hence, each S E P^ is a maximal anti-symmetric set for A. The collection of all maximal anti-symmetric sets for A is denoted by 3K^. So we have P == 3C^. Remark. -Since P^ = 30^, W is sharply localizable under A in LV^ implies that W is sharply 3<^-localizable. for all x EX.
TTze^ W is sharply localizable under A in LV^.
We first remark that, since G(A) consists only of real valued functions, p = 2 and P^ = P^, where P^ is the closed, pairwise disjoint covering of X into equivalence classes modulo X/A. Hence, all that we have to prove is that W is sharply P^-localizable in LV^. The proof will be partitioned into several lemmas, and to state them we need a preliminary definition. on the other hand, if x ^ K,, then the following estimate is true :
Combining both estimates, we get v(x) [f(x) -w(x)] < nU8 + (X + e/2) (h^(x) + • • • + h^(x))
<X + e . 
By Lemma 12 applied with 6 = e/3m, there are cross-sections H/i,. . . , w^ E W such that || w, -6,^. ||^ < e/3w. From this it follows that ||/ -g ||^ < c 4-e, where ^ = v^ + • • . + w^. Since g G W, rf < c 4-e. Since e > 0 was arbitrary, d < c, as desired.
Proof of Theorem 9. -Let /E LV^ and i; E V be given. Let Z be the quotient space of X by the equivalence relation X/A, and let 7r : x -> z be the quotient map. By Lemma 1 of [7] , the map
is upper semicontinuous and null at infinity on Z, for each g E W.
Hence the map defined bŷ
for all z G Z, is upper semi-continuous and null at infinity on Z too. Therefore h attains its supremum on Z at some point z. Consider the equivalence class Y = TT-^Z) modulo X/A. On the other hand, the supremum of the map h is by Lemma 13 equal to d. Thus, we have found an equivalence class Y C X modulo X/A such that inmi/-^ll, ; g ^ W} = inf {||/|Y -g\Y ||, ;^GW}.
By Definitions 2 and 5 and the remark made before Definition 10, the module W is sharply localizable under A in LV^,.
Remark. -Theorem 9 above is a strengthened form of Theorem 2 of [7] . It reduces the search of sufficient conditions for sharp localizability to the search of fundamental weights in the sense of Bernstein in FT, i.e., to the Finite Dimensional Bernstein Approximation Problem. Remark. -Theorem 14 above implies the case N = n of Theorem 3, [7] . Indeed, if A is self-adjoint, and G(A) is a set of generators for A satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3 of [7] , with N = n, then the set ReG (A) U ImG (A) is a strong set of generators for A satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 14 above, since Sl^ C Sl^ , and | Re a | < \a \, I \m a \ < | a \, for any complex number a = Re a + i\m a.
Our next theorem reduces the search of sufficient conditions for sharp localizability to the One-Dimensional Bernstein Approximation Problem. 17 " tor all r = (r^ ,. . . , ^). Then a? G ^ by Lemma 1, § 27, [6] . Obviously, o?(r) = a?(|r|) for all r e R". Hence, a? e ^ . By Theorem 14, W is sharply localizable under A in LV^,.
Remark. -Theorem 15 above implies Theorem 6 of [7] . Indeed, the same argument used in the previous remark applies here. Then W is sharply localizable under A in LVoo.
Proof. -The function y(t) == Mewlrl defined for all t e R, belongs to F\ by Lemma 2, § 28 of [6] . It remains to apply Theorem 15 above. Proof. -Define 7 on R as the proof of Theorem 9, [7] , and then apply Theorem 15 above. 
Vector-valued functions.
The above Theorem 18 generalizes Theorem 4, § 2 of Kleinstuck [4] , which in turn was a generalization of Theorem 4.5 ofProlla [8] , and the result of Summers [10] .
